
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

CONSOLIDATIONS 
 

 A consolidation is a document that consists of amendments, corrigendum, and errata rolled into 
the base 

 
 The document contains NO NEW material  

 
 Consolidations do not require a PAR 

 
POLICY FOR CONSOLIDATIONS 

 
 Consolidations shall only be created for the purpose of having a draft available for a Revision 

PAR 
 

 All requests shall be made by the Sponsor or Working Group Chair  
 

 The request must be made at a minimum of four months prior to the date it is needed  
 

 The requester must summarize what will be included in the consolidated draft (i.e., approved 
amendments, corrigendum, errata) when the request is made 

 
 Special circumstances 

 Prioritizing the publication schedules 
• The LMSC EC is responsible for providing guidance in cases when an 

approved standard, amendment, and/or corrigendum may need to be 
delayed as a result of a consolidation needing higher priority.  

 
• If a draft amendment or draft corrigenda is considered stable enough 

and has not yet been approved by the SASB, it is the Sponsor/Working 
Group Chair’s decision on whether or not to include the unapproved 
draft in the consolidation.  

 
 The consolidation shall be cleaned up by the editor to ensure accuracy of the following: 

 Clause and subclause numbering 
 Table and figure numbering 
 Insertions and deletions of text, tables, and/or figures 
 Updated cross references 

 
 The following will not be included by the editor: 

 
 Maintenance request 
 New material (i.e, non-sponsor balloted material, responses to interpretation request, etc.) 

 
Request for a consolidation shall be submitted to Michelle Turner, Sr. Program Manager Document 
Development (m.d.turner@ieee.org). 

Geoff Thompson
Note
A consolidation (or consolidation edition) is a standards document that consists of the base document and ALL of the sub-documents (i.e. amendments, corrigenda and errata) that would be required for a Reaffirmation.  The consolidation constitutes a merger of all of these documents as per the appropriate editorial instructions contained therein.

Geoff Thompson
Note
This doesn't work.  You can't judge the initiators on their "purpose".  Is there going to be a penalty if they lie?.  If they ask for a 2nd consolidation before they actually get around to the PAR, will it be denied because they already used up their "quota"?If another amendment gets approved during the prePAR and PAR cycle, can a new rollup be ordered?

Geoff Thompson
Note
Why is this step necessary?There is only one answer to this question.  It is: Everything that has been approved when the consolidation is released.Is the SA's housekeeping so bad that the staff project editor doesn't have this information readily available?Ifso, shame on staff.  This is not to say that there shouldn't be real communication between the WG chief editor and the staff project editor to make sure that everything is included.  I envision this as a joint responsibility, not as a situation where either one would be allowed to do finger pointing.

Geoff Thompson
Note
Change from:"...corrigendum may..."TO:"...corrigendum's publication  may..."

Geoff Thompson
Note
My experience would be that a WG Chair often thinks a draft is less likely to change than the Balloting Group.I think it is a BAD IDEA to let this be so discretionary.It should not be allowed any earlier than 1st Sponsor recirc (submittal to RevCom if no recirc is required).

Geoff Thompson
Note
ADD:(It may be added by the WG as elements of a REVISION once the revision PAR has been approved. This would be a separate version of a draft for the revision project. )

Geoff Thompson
Note
I don't think this is correct.It might contain newly approved but as yet unpublished material.I believe this should say:"The document contains no material that is not a currently approved portion of the standard."




